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Abstract
Secrets management is an aspect of information security management needed for
organizations of all sizes. Small organizations may leave all the important passwords in the
control of the owner, where larger organizations may have multiple teams dedicated to different
facets of information security. This paper will inspect the creation and adoption of specialized
roles in information security management with a focus on secrets management. There are
commonalities shared between the carefully guarded recipes of a family restaurant, the
intellectual property holdings of startups looking for acquisition, and classified credentials
protected by nation states. Associated with those commonalities are roles and their positions in
the organization structure that were created to protect confidentiality, integrity, and availability.
A person may be able to easily remember a single password, like for a website, but maintaining
multiple unique passwords across many sites will soon lead to either password re-use or lost
credentials. The same happens with organizations of all sizes.
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Introduction
The need for secrets management exists across organizations large and small. There is a
misconception that only technical resources are involved in the security and life cycle
management of secrets, or that some companies are too small to be engaging in secrets
management. While the scopes will certainly change, as do the tools, there are commonalities.
As organizations grow, blended responsibilities can become individual roles, particularly when
deciding who does what.
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The issuing of roles is thought to be establishing a division of work that makes the best
use of the skills of employees to efficiently fulfill the tasks and responsibilities needed (Georg &
Tryggestad, 2009). It is also worth noting that small and medium sized organizations often find
themselves unable to fully implement existing frameworks such as NIST 800-53, ISO/IEC
27001, OCTAVE, or ITIL. This can be due to cost, relative effort, lack of expertise or many
other reasons. Alshboul and Streff (2015) write “While these standards are marketed for all sized
organizations, the reality is that these frameworks are simply too large and complex for small
organizations to understand and operationalize.” (Alshboul & Streff, 2015, p. 2).
Key Terms
When discussing the emergence of these secrets management roles in organizations, it is
useful to have some clear definitions of terms that are commonly used.
Authoritative is usually used in the context of describing a trusted source of digital
identity.
Data are considered “facts” under U.S. law and are not directly protected until
intellectual property law, because they are discovered, as opposed to created, by individual works
(Kent State University , 2020).
Secrets are defined as digital credentials. Secrets are an umbrella term for passwords,
tokens, encryption keys, and so on that are used for access to information. Examples of these
include user passwords, temporary access credentials, application keys and APIs, private TLS
and SSL certificates, system passwords, and credentials stored in databases (Ekran System,
2019).
Look-up Secrets are computer generated records with a group of secrets shared between
and endpoint and a verifier. During authentication, the verifier may ask to provide a specific
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record or records based on current conditions (Grassi, et al., 2017). This is most often
associated with recovery keys in the case of authentication problems.
Memorized Secret, (password) is something you know. This is a secret value that needs
to be complex enough that it would be hard for a third party to guess or obtain, that is created
and memorized by the user (Grassi, et al., 2017).
Identity Management (IdM), also known as Identity and Access Management (IAM), is
a group of technologies and policies that work to ensure that entities are given appropriate access
to resources. They are involved in the authentication and authorization of various identities, and
control access to resources, usually through role-based access control (RBAC) or attribute-based
access control (ABAC). This is plays the role of the verifier of digital identity.
Identity Provider (IdP) is a computer system that holds a set of digital identity attributes
(Chadwick & Inman, 2009). It is what stores the representations of roles, attributes, and
permissions used by Identity Management system.
Public Key Cryptography is a cryptographic system based on two keys, a public key
and a private key. As the names imply, the public key is meant to be shared and accessed in the
open, whereas private keys are usually kept secret by the owner (Lopez, Oppliger, & Pernul,
2005).
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is a framework under which public key cryptography
that takes public key cryptography from small trusted exchanges to widespread use. This is done
via a series of trusts and communications that binds public keys to known identities through a
process of registration with a certificate authority (Lopez, Oppliger, & Pernul, 2005).
Organizations can have their own certificate authorities as well as go through trusted third parties
called validation authorities.
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Revocation is the act of retiring or invalidating a secret, most often used upon
certificates.
Single Sign On (SSO) is the implementation of protocols integrated with identity
providers that allow a single authorization to work with multiple services (Indu, Anand, &
Bhaskar, 2017).
Shared Secret is data known only between certain entities.
Transport Layer Security (TLS) is a cryptographic protocol built on public key
cryptography for authentication. TLS has additional cryptographic benefits such as forward
secrecy which means that future encryption keys cannot be used to decrypt past communications.
Token is a form of secret, or digital credential, that is single use and usually encrypted.
Physical Responsibilities
While most of this exploration of secrets management is more technically or organization
geared, it is important to address the first layer of protection. Physical protection makes sure that
the way secrets are physically stored are secure. This means usually means the maintenance and
protection of barriers separating non authorized individuals from physically obtaining the media
in which the secrets are stored on. These barriers come in many forms from locked doors,
guarded entryways, and physical safes but also include making sure that the media on which the
secrets are located is encrypted. It is useful to note that simply because an individual is trusted to
physically secure a secret, that does not mean that the same individual has access to the contents
of that secret itself.
Usually, the primary focus of physical perimeter security is on preventing an unknown or
malicious actor from taking hard drives or putting a malicious device on the network by blocking
them from being able to get access in the first place. There are other benefits and functions to
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the organization. Perimeter security can often function as a method of accounting and reporting
on access attempts, as well as loss prevention. Physical security guards may log all attempts to
access a facility, make note of invalid badge attempts or other suspicious activity and investigate
further. In higher security areas, there may be searches that make sure that your secrets do not
walk out on an unapproved USB drive hidden in someone’s pocket. By controlling physical
access to the secrets, you can potentially avoid impersonation attacks with stolen credentials, as
well as other methods of compromise. The proper retirement of media also prevents secrets
exfiltration though more clandestine methods such as dumpster diving. A form of perimeter
security often overlooked is also in the design of office layout to limit activities such as shoulder
surfing, or the placement of a physical fence to limit wireless or electromagnetic wave
transmissions originating from the organization (Stankovic, 2020).
Finally, physical security also ensures a physical preservation of the secrets as well. This
is evident in maintaining physical backups in secure locations, having distributed copies of
secrets in the event of failure, and other contingency planning operations. This mirrors many
asset management protocols as well.
Each of these aspects and responsibilities of physical protections also require regular
maintenance and evaluation from both technical and non-technical resources. They also require
a certain level of oversight and trust. A small business owner may write down their website
logins in a notebook they keep in their office safe just as a government entity may only let
approved individuals access systems after they have been checked for no recording devices in a
safe room, but both might regularly sweep areas to make sure no post-it notes with passwords are
left on monitors (Templeton, 2014).
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Compliance Responsibilities
It is important to decide what the organization’s stance is on secrets and their
management. Often this comes in the management of the lifecycles of policies and risk
management frameworks. There can be legal repercussions for not maintaining compliance, so
first and foremost it is important to understand what relevant laws, regulations, and guidelines
your organization must adhere to. This includes not only the operational standards for secrets
that your organization uses to conduct business, but also any external operational standards that
might be imposed.
For instance, an organization might be legally required to comply with NIST 800-63B,
which indicates how secrets are to be stored, transmitted, generated, encrypted, and how it can
exist in memory (Grassi, et al., 2017). In this document, they state that lookup secrets can be
shared between organizations via postal mail or securely in person, but that they must have been
generated with at least 20 bits of entropy. It is also defined what complexity rules are enforced
in the generation of memorized passwords like maximum password length, susceptibility to
dictionary attacks, and use of SMS as a two-factor authentication method (Grassi, et al., 2017).
If the organization does not know what obligations it is under, it may not to be able to continue to
operate in the manners it desires.
It may be that the organization chooses only certain accounts to be under such restrictions
on secret generation, based on context. Like identity and access management, there can be many
conditional aspects to secrets management, especially with the rise of infrastructure as code.
This will allow for separation of duties as well as the ability to implement a least privilege model
for secrets access. The organization may need to maintain internal policies that dictate that hardcoded secrets and default passwords are not allowed in any configuration file, or even take it a
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step further to make sure that no secrets are logged even as a part of the debugging process. This
is especially important for organizations to determine which type of secret can be used by which
entity, in what context, for what purpose (To, 2019).
There also exists cases where secrets need to be shared, especially among teams. Instead
of emailing credentials, certs, and application keys, using a centrally managed collaborative and
auditable system, a large organization may mandate that only trusted users from trusted
computers can access these resources, much like a small company might only let the boss handle
certain tasks. As organizations scale, the need to manage secrets does as well. These changes
were ushered in with the adoption of complex computer services and cloud technologies, as AWS
offers more than 100 services and various teams may all have their own unique instances
(Burshteyn, 2018). It should be noted that there are many ways that an attacker will go after
secrets, passwords especially, and there are arguments against ever providing shared secrets, and
to instead employ federated services that use individual tokens whose revocation is far easier
(Corum, 2017).
Defining internal standards of communication and storage of secrets also means that
internal compliance can be enforced and measured. There may be the need for regular review
and auditing as the company grows or serve as solid guidelines that smaller companies strive for
as they implement new policies and procedures. This usually is where the establishment of
system-specific security policies occurs, with a split into two groups, managerial guidance and
technical specifications (Whitman & Mattord, 2019). It may be that the technical evaluation of a
secrets management platform reveals that features of secret versioning and rolling was available,
which the management guidance then uses to state that secrets are to be regenerated as opposed
to exposing a user to cleartext of the credentials.
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The life cycle of secrets is also something that needs to be considered and managed as a
policy. If the organization says that passwords must be changed every 90 days, or that TSL certs
can only have a maximum lifespan of a year, those definitions are part of the lifecycle policy.
Also, making sure to define who can create secrets and under what conditions works within the
principles of least privilege.
As such, having company compliance standards does not just mean that the organization
is staying within legal boundaries. There can also be internal compliance policies defining
behaviors referenced using an older standard, so regular review from teams with both legal and
technical expertise is needed.
Technical Responsibilities
Secrets management only works with a functional identity management solution.
Central to the idea of managing secrets is that trusted encryption is used to make sure
that as secrets are stored, transmitted, and processed in a secure manner. When evaluating the
merits of one secrets management platform over another, careful consideration should be given
to how well a platform integrates with the organization’s public key infrastructure. While small
companies may only use the trusted certificate chains included in their operating systems, larger
companies utilize internal PKI implementations in many ways.
One of these ways is machine identity validation. With the rise of automation in
infrastructure, there can be rapid creation and destruction of resources that must be able to
securely bootstrap a service, server, or container. That resources instantiations need to be able to
identify itself as trusted. Secrets management platforms that can issue machine certificates or
tokens that increase the ability to trust them (Securosis, 2018). Built into certificates are also
validation date ranges, which specify a window in which a certificate could be considered valid.
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Another way in which an internal PKI can be used is through key management that
handle secure distribution of keys and tokens that would be inherently trusted and decryptable
only to internally trusted entities. This differs from machine identity validation, because a
service or application may need to unlock or access encrypted data on in limited contexts as
opposed to full trusted access all the time. These functionalities can be integrated into
applications and services via APIs to allow seamless access to secure resources, which allows
for the logging and auditing of such requests without having to save those credentials in a
hardcoded values that could be compromised (Securosis, 2018). This is all to exert finer control
over what sources the organization’s networked resources can trust, and how they operate in
transit.
After evaluation of different secrets management frameworks, products, and techniques,
there is still the implementation whatever design was deemed best for the organization. For
smaller companies, this is usually done in a simplistic manner, such as the discovery of all
company passwords and throwing them into an encrypted excel file that only certain individuals
have access to. As the size of the organization grows, the need for discovery may still exist, but
active collaboration becomes harder. Some teams may implement a self-hosted password
management server, such as Bitwarden or other vault solutions, that include directory services
synchronizations and API access (Bitwarden, 2020). The larger the organization implementing
secrets management systems, the more features and security and complexity gets introduced.
Engineers that have been tasked with implementation might also be tasked with its
integrations with other services as well. For instance, the secrets management framework might
be able to revoke and update new secrets dynamically, but the users, services, applications, and
servers that depend on those credentials aren’t able to react as fast as the secrets management
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can facilitate yet. Not that this is all setting up a software system, directly. Part of implementing
an organization’s secrets management framework might be creating policies applied by directory
services to ensure that password complexity requirements are met, or working with an individual
or team that manages data loss prevention. It could be in scope that the public key infrastructure
the organization has in place is also used to encrypt the hard drives of workstations and laptops,
as well as store the recovery keys for use in Hardware Security Modules (To, 2019). This is all
under the umbrella of working within the defined compliance policies on data governance and
availability. As these systems deal with some of the most important organization resources or
their access, making sure that the audit logs remain secure, unaltered, and highly available is
equally important.
There may be cases in where there are existing secrets management systems, such as
used on specific cloud providers. The organization will have to choose if they want to store
secrets in multiple locations or a single centralized location (Ruth, 2019). There may be the case
in which interoperability or functionality was lost through consolidation, so federations may be
an option. Federations of trusts can be set up between various systems and identity providers,
whether they are internal or external to the organization. An easy example of external federation
could be a website that uses a “Sign in with Facebook” or “Sign in with Google” button for
authentication, or webservices that tie back in to AzureAD.
During implementation and maintenance, there are the traditional security concerns
associated with these systems. The systems that will be storing, transmitting, processing, and
managing the secrets themselves need to be secured, with even more stringent restrictions on the
nature of access. They will also need to be configured in a way congruent with the
organization’s defined operations continuity plan, as well as maintained. It is also important that
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where possible, secrets are only transmitted on a network in secure ways to known entities. In
an active directory system this may present itself as the usage of Group Managed Service
Accounts on specific endpoints to run a service. Group Managed Service Accounts are a
password-less account whose credentials and security tokens are managed as a function of the
directory services (Microsoft, 2016). Further traditional security practices such as vulnerability
assessments, configuration review, and regular review of audit logs will all apply as well.
Organizational Responsibilities
Organizations, regardless of size, need to make sure that its workforce has access to the
prerequisite skills to implement whatever secret management policy and framework they have
chosen. This can be achieved by employee training, outsourcing, or bringing in resources from
various internal teams. This is beyond just technical ability, but also making sure that all
employees are trained in the continued use of the system of secrets management. For example:
If their passwords have to reach a certain complexity requirement, they will need to know.
Organizations will also need to ensure that appropriate resources are available.
Companies will use various forms of secret management because it protects the
organization’s ability to function and enables safe operations. A main responsibility of the
organization is to make sure that the high-level view of the secrets management implementation,
as well as how it relates to other aspects of the infrastructure is key. Without an organization
level understanding, there could be multiple implementations of the same systems, as well as
other forms of shadow-it emerging (Diver, 2020). Maintaining the big picture and enforcing the
policies is only possible if the organization is committed to acting on violations in a serious
manner (Diver, 2020).
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Finally, the organization has the responsibility of assessing, negotiating, and approving
federations with external entities. This can be a function of HR for managing contractor
relations, as well as the establishment of business agreements. By defining the nature of
interactions with third parties, including customers, they establish the vision under which the
compliance can be sought, and technologies can align.
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